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Much of the history and historiography of the early Malays in Pulau Pinang have seen its fair share of 
misrepresentation. In many ways, the island was seen to be separated from the larger polity of the 
Kedah Sultanate, uninhabited, or occasionally mentioned to be inhabited by a “band of natives” – 
fishermen and pirates who roamed the seas between the Kedah mainland and the island.  The notion 
that the island was terra nullius dominates the present discourse. The existence of the Malays on the 
island has been supressed by the larger mainstream histories, and heritage discourse in Pulau Pinang and 
Malaysia as a nation. What rarely comes to public knowledge is the existence of Batu Uban as a town 
and port, not only of the Strait of Melaka, but of the Indian Ocean. Batu Uban was the centre of Malay-
Muslim commercial and cultural life, bonded with Batu Bara, and othe areas in Sumatera and the rest of 
the Malay archipelago.   Both are noted as cultural and identity transition points. Thus far, whatever 
sketchy history of Batu Uban and its regions tells use of links with Kedah and Minangkabau Society, as 
well as traders and missionaries from the Indian Subcontinent and the Middle East. Batu Uban has 
evolved, but its legacy denied. Batu Uban is an example of the deconsecration of history and heritage.  
The early pioneers to the island are certainly legends. They existed but are hardly recognized in 
mainstream history. They had in fact, after traversing across and along the Strait of Melaka for years, 
finally settled in Kedah (later the island off its coast, Pulau Pinang, was temporarily ceded (pajak) to 
Francis Light), and produced thousands of descendants. The extended larger family evolved, with Malay 
as their ethnicity and identity and living as a vibrant society – contributing to the nation’s history and 
advancement, cultural, political and intellectual life.  Kedah/Pulau Pinang should be consciously 
appropriated as the alam rantau Minangkabau – the alam that has largely configured upon the Malay 
archipelago.  





IN one of our usual encounters, my late friend and colleague, Razali Abdul Malek, remarked: “Space is 
not place until it is occupied.” Razali, a lecturer in Landscape Architecture, in his ever didactic mode, 
frequently echoed the theme “genius of place”. He succumbed to cancer some years ago. 
Both  space and place, stability and change, pull us together, and, conversely, break us apart. Place gives 
us a sense of attachment, a sense of self, a sense of identity. It is where we call home. It is 
neighbourhood. It is nationhood. Place can also evoke a sense of loss, instability and hopelessness. As 
such, the integrity of place cannot be compromised lest its character be forever changed, lost in 
circumstances and origins. There is no return. Perhaps place has to be conceived as surrogate to enlarge 
and amplify our experience, our sense of self. It is more than geographical.It is a place where we can 
return, many times over, for comfort and assurance. I have delved into dimensions of space and place 
elsewhere.2 But this time, I have indulged myself in a geography and a history whose character is being 
changed, subverting and concealing its landscape, and enclosing its past. 
I asked myself, should we change too? Or should change be integral to the conservation of place and 
preservation of cultures and identities? In recent years, I had dedicated myself to a cause to save a place. 
History and heritage has its politics — some of inclusion, others of exclusion. Batu Uban in Pulau Pinang 
situated near Universiti Sains Malaysia is facing policies of exclusion and marginalisation, displacing the 
erstwhile town from history, and the world map. 
Batu Uban was central to trade and family contacts through the Strait of Malacca and the Indian Ocean 
in the 18th century, long before the arrival of the British East India Company. Batu Uban was marked as 
“a town here” in a 1763 British sketch map — a projection of the era of European Enlightenment. It was 
inhabited by Malays since the early 1730s. It was a port then. The earliest mosque on the island is also in 
Batu Uban, built in 1734. It is still there.Batu Uban was cosmopolitan. It was not a kampung like how we 
conceive of one, but a pekan with all its amenities. It linked the Kedah mainland to Batu Bara, a district 
facing the Straits of Malacca located in the province of North Sumatra. Batu Uban was a satellite town of 
Kedah. 
I was told by a descendant of one of the early pioneers — Nakhoda Kechil or Ismail (he was mentioned in 
colonial records) in Jelutong — that at one time, Batu Uban was known as Batu Bara.It was from Batu 
Bara that the early settlers of Pulau Pinang departed in sizable schooners, either to trade, visit relatives 
or perform a service to the Sultan (of Kedah). In fact, the Kedah Sultan at that time granted no less than 
40 hectares of land to them, stretching from Batu Uban to Minden and Sungai Gelugor.Batu Uban was 
the centre of activity of Malay-Muslim life. It was a place where the Minangkabaus and Malays from 
Sumatera, and the Arabs from the Hadhramaut converged, congregated, and celebrated. The genesis of 
Malay-Muslim life on the island is Batu Uban. Life was lavish. Cultures thrived then. 
The place was then by the sea. The mosque and the freshwater well were by the beach. In the 
background was Pulau Jerejak. The sea was calm. The breeze was fresh. It was a suitable place for a safe 
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habour.And indeed it was in the 1700’s before the opening of Tanjong Penaga (some have called it 
Tanjong Penegri) — later named Georgetown. The history of Batu Uban is significant to Malay maritime 
history.Now the only site visible from the “town” and mosque is the coastal highway on reclaimed land 
stretching far towards the sea — almost “touching” Pulau Jerejak.The place has been transformed. Its 
culture and character changed forever. The heritage of exclusion has threatened Batu Uban’s living and 
material cultures — evidence of history on the island. 
With the stroke of a pen, the original inhabitants become “squatters” or “migrants”. The geopolitics of 
heritage destroys space and place, history and identity.Now that Georgetown is saved as a heritage, 
what about Tanjong Penaga? History and the politics of heritage have eroded that layer of history of that 
place then, now known as Georgetown on the map.These are suppressed in collective memory. Unlike a 
surrogate site such as a film, or a book, or a piece of architecture which can enlarge and amplify our 
experience, Tanjong Penaga is no more a geographical place. And Batu Uban will cease to be such if the 
present circumstances are not reversed. It has become a myth before its time, perhaps never to be 
integral in the narration of the history of Pulau Pinang as depicted in the State Museum. I hope I am 
wrong. 
We live in post-colonial times. The excitement of celebrating 1786 has faded over the years. But the 
consciousness of “founder” or “discover” lives on in  history and historiography.  These are European 
exceptionalism to claim history for themselves and later served by colonialist and Eurocentric 
narratives.  It must be made known that it was not a "one off" merantau by the early Malay pioneers of 
Penang across the Strait of Melaka. Both Haji Mohammad Salleh and Datuk Jenaton had travelled back 
and forth over decades from the port of Batu Bara in what is now the province of North Sumatera. 
Nakhoda nan Intan also established mosques in Melaka and Singapore in the 1720s. A surau (now a 
mosque) built by Muhammad Salleh in Kampong Bodi was also discovered.  In the late 1600 and early 
1700s he was called by his name at birth.3 Muhammad Salleh, Dato’Jenaton and their entourage 
travelled down the Banjaran Barisan eastwards towards Batu Bara. At Kampong Bodi, Dato' Jenaton was 
married to a Minangkabau lady named Ambun Suri. They had no children.  At Batu Bara, Dato' Jenaton's 
second wife was the daughter of a Batak Simalungun chieftain.  It was there that Dato' Jenaton held 
sway. They stayed for a number of years  and Muhammad Salleh became known as a nakhoda (meaning 
leader or sea captain). Sometimes "nakhoda" also means the owner of a sea vessel. He also sailed to 
Mekah - hence Haji Muhammad Salleh. Datuk Jenaton established a government at Batu Bara (the 
Confederation of Batu Bara chiefs). The story of Datuk Jenaton was also linked to the Sultanate of Siak, 
the Bugis and Kedah. In developing insights into the narrative, one has to know a little of Minangkabau 
culture with regard to names and titles. Also you have used the word "reportedly" and "..is said to have 
begun..." referring to the the establishment of the mosque and where the early pioneers came from as if 
these are still speculative. Haji Muhammad Salleh did establish the Batu Uban mosque.  And the places 
"Kampong Bodi," "Pagaruyung" and "Sungai Tarab" are real places in West Sumatra. You can google it. 
Google does not fictionalize.  
The dates 1734 and 1749 as commonly recorded should be celebrated and remembered in the collective 
memory of the history of Penang. Not 1786. It must also be reminded that the dates do not in any way 
imply that that was the first time Nakhoda nan intan and Datuk Jenaton "landed" on the island. They 
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have been there before. One has got to hold the geography and history of the region in context to 
understand the populating of Penang. At issue is the historiography that assumes that Penang did not 
have a population, or a social system before 1786. What has been variously described were that the 
island was not inhabited, or that there was a "band of natives'" who were mainly fishermen. These are 
gross misrepresentations in the discourse. The history of the island began not after 1786 but much 
earlier - in the early 1700s before Batu Uban was called Batu Uban. The early figures, Nakhoda nan Intan, 
Datuk Jenaton, Nakhoda Kecil and Nakhoda Bayan were living flesh and blood figure with an origin and 
personality. They have thousands of descendants the world over. Dato' Jenaton's descendants in 
Sumatra mainly stretch from Medan concentrating in Batu Bara. through his second  wife. The Bupati 
(District officer/chief) of the Kabupaten (District) of Batu Bara is Ok Arya, the sixth generation from Dato' 
Jenaton. When Dato' Jenaton settled in Penang/Kedah  his third wife was a Penang-born  Arab-Chinese 
descent. It must be remembered that the stretch between Batu Uban and Bayan Lepas was sheltered 
and habitable. The century-old family records in Malaysia do not mention the origin of his third wife. 
Instead, this was made known to the family in recent times through his descendant in Batu Bara as well 
as sources based in West Sumatra. Dato' Jenaton's descendants in Malaysia are from his third wife.    
Ironically  the Portuguese conquest of Malacca in 1511 is still celebrated.Consumers and creators of 
history must learn and be properly educated on heritage. Malaysians generally do not have due concern 
for heritage issues. We are seldom critical in questioning the intricacies of heritage, save for a few — 
located at both ends of the spectrum. 4Even Taiping’s tag as “Bandar Warisan” has not been clear. What 
heritage are we referring to? If we are serious, why not revert it to Klian Pauh, Georgetown to Tanjong 
Penaga?  
We have not traversed the layers of history which remain as aberrations, therefore denying us a sense of 
place and origins. The consumption of modernity must not be at the expense of the past. We have to 
educate ourselves on whatwe have inherited (or disinherited).  The genius of Batu Uban has to be 
preserved. We are all architects of the present. But our future lies deep in time and place. What we see 
changes who we are. 
 
Mapping the Minangkabau Space in the Malay World – insular and peninsula 
To Minangkabau consciousness, the Malay world is both exclusive and inclusive. The Minangkabaus are 
intimate to their geography and history. Unfortunately the formation of the modern nation state of 
Malaysian and Indonesia has distorted the narrative and manifestation of the Alam Minangkabau. The 
two nation states with a shared civilization, ethnicities and identity have in turn developed a different 
history, a different “shared” culture and a different “collective” memory. Hence, two nationalisms and 
two history running parallel with occasional (and continuous competing claims) surfacing over time. 
Because of the existence of the two political entities, we encounter phrases like “Perhubungan 
Minangkabau dengan Semenanjung” (The relationship between the Minangkabaus and the Peninsula) or 
“Perhubungan Minangkabau dengan Pulau Pinang,” (The relationship between the Minangkabaus and 
Pulau Pinang), etc., manifested as seminar topics at one time or another. 
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We may have it all wrong all this time. There is no relationship. Tapping on or thinking of a relationship 
between the Minangkabaus and the Malay World is like the superfluous statement and meaning of the 
“relationship between mother and son,” or “husband and wife.” There has always been a collective 
memory and a common history. We have to approach the mapping of the Minangkabau space from the 
perspectives of the pre-modern, the modern and the postmodern. In the postmodern period, where 
formed earlier – either  separating, uniting, eroding or erasing history and civilization, need to be 
deconstructed and reassessed. This does not mean that present political borders are to be delineated, 
but that these should be conceived as transient (tidak kekal abadi).  Conceiving the separation of the 
Minangkabau to the Malay archipelago (hence Pulau Pinang) is a folly. In transcending modern borders 
and polities, we can conceive the Alam Minangkabau and the Alam Melayu spaces running parallel and 
different; spaces continuous and seamless;  overlapping spaces, and separate spaces. 
 
Figure 
1: Parallel and separate spaces 
The Merantau to the Rantau of the Peninsula – Kedah, Pulau Pinang, Pahang, Selangor, Negeri 
Sembilan, etc. and Sarawak/Brunei. The coming of the Dutch and British 
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Figure Two: Continuous Space 
Coming of the British and Dutch, acquisition, exchange and separation of 
territories beginning with  Pulau Pinang 1786 and subsequently the Anglo-
Dutch Treaty 1824 reaffirming political borders and establishing the 
character colonial institutions 1786  
Alam Minangkabau forming alam Melayu, 1300.  From Darat/Darek to 






















Figure 3:Space and Time in Colonial Ideology and history 
 
Malay, endogenuous narrative Minangkabau 
in mainstream history and historiography, 
Pulau Pinang/Kedah in the Malay World  
Conceived to be not progressive, placid, 
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Figure 5: Oscillating spaces 
A new narrative is needed on the historical space with regard to the Alam Minangkabau and the Rantau 
of Pulau Pinang/Kedah/Negeri Sembilan and Sarawak and Brunei connected to the early settlers and 




Peninsular and integral to the Kedah Sultanate was space and place for adventurers, sailors, traders, 
missionaries, from all over the Alam Melayu, notably originating from the darek of the Alam 
Minangkabau and from the Rantau along the Strait of Melaka, or from the Indian Ocean. Pulau Pinang as 
a point of transit or convergence at the north of the Strait of Melaka was also integral to the Indian 
Ocean. These are highways connecting the different sites in the Rantau.  
 
The Minangkabaus are highly conscious of their Alam – space and place.  Geogapher Abdul Samad Hadi 
(1975) in discussing on human geography linked it to the relationship between man, land and space, how 
space is arranged and ordered to fulfill needs. The Minangkabaus are known for the mobility in the 
concepts “rantau” and “merantau.” Their lives involve space (direction, distance, place, area), time 
individual and society (Lewis, 1982 in Abdul Samad Hadi). In the Malay world, movements are varied. 
Movements  in the form of “migration” is one from the various forms identifiable. The “merantau” can 
take three forms – one form returns to the place of origin, the other ends at the place of arrival (termed 
as “Rantau larat.”). Yet another, travels back and forth – both place of arrival and place of origin are 
“kampung.” This means that if  political borders as in nation states are taken as a given, the history and 
historiography of “rantau” and “merantau” would be distorted, misrepresented and eventually 
collapsed. It would tend to crystallize  what would otherwise be the fluidity of geography – the riverine 
and maritime conditions enabling such a worldview of the Minangkabaus and the Malays. The situation 
in Batu Bara, and Batu Uban in Pulau Pinang/Kedah is a case worth reviewing. The Minangkabaus sailed 
from hulu to hilir, negotiating through thousands of islands, in rivers and seas, conceiving these as 
highways, roads and alleys, and not as borders. These unites, and not separate the Alam Minangkau 
from the Alam Melayu. 
 
Drakard (1999: 222) draws our attention to the book on Islamic revivalism in Sumatera by Christine 
Dobbin (1983). In that book was a map drawn by a Malay in the early nineteenth century. It depicted the 
Gunung Merapi, in Minangkabau, laying in the middle of the island and around it, in concentric circles, 
were drawn the three foremost districts of the ranah Minangkabau (The old Minangkabau kingdom). The 
remainng regions of the island were irregularly attached to the circles. The hill chains were also depicted 
stretching out from the centre in networks over the land. Drakard correctly asks to what extent did the 
map reflect a broader local perception of the relationship between the Minangkabu centre and the rest 
of Sumatra?  And indeed, to the rest of the Malay world?  
 
To further comprehend the Alam Minangkabau, we have to be cognizant that part of the function of 
kingship in Minangkabau was to unify and define the sphere of the Alam itself. What the Alam means 
and how Minangkabau themselves think about the relations may be enhance our understanding of the 
philosophy of “rantau” and “merantau.”  We note that political structures – as seen in the route of Dato’ 
Jenaton from Pagaruyung to Payakumbuh to Batu Bara and to Batu Uban and the topography at Bukit 
Tok Jenaton itself (Minden) – are related to the Sumatran Terrain and the sort of spatial categories 
developed to articulate the relatioships.5 
Several royal households in Sumatra as well as the various Malay sultanates in the Peninsular traced 
their descent from the Minangkabau royal line. These include the rulers of Jambi, Inderagiri, and Moko-
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Moko, of Barus and Inderpura. Sumatra groups, like the Rejang, possess legends which trae their descent 
to Pagaruyug, and rajas in east Sumatran regions like Asahan, Panai, and Siak also looked towards 
Minangkabau when they described their origins.  Rulers of Kedah, Johore, Sarawak and Brunei also 
traced their descent from Minangkabau.6 
  
The Route out of the Ranah Minangkabau 
The centre of the Ranah Minangkabau is the Luhak nan Tiga. It embraces the luak Tanah Datar where the 
Gunung Merapi is located on the north western part, the luak Agam, and the luak Lumapuluh Kota - also 
known as Luak nan Bunsu which means the youngest Luak -  on the east. From the youngest Luhak we 
find the gateways, routes of “merantau” to every corner of the Malay World – the Alam Rantau. This is 
because the Luhak is situated on th easternmost part of the Ranah bordering the Alam Rantau. The 
routes down toward the eastern coast of Sumatra from the heights of the Minangkabau heartland 
passes downstream regions through many wide and slow-moving rivers originating from the Ranah 
Minangkabau – the Luhak Nan Tiga. These rivers, from the Musi to the Rokan – the Batanghari, Kuantan, 
Inderagiri, Kampar - were not only links to the various regions of eastern Sumatra, but also provided 
numerous advantages to the communities who lived in their banks (Barnard, 2003:20). Geographically, 
the Alam Minangkabau borders the Indian Ocean on the West.7 On the north, the Luhak nan Tiga 
borders the western part of Aceh. Toward the north it border the Batak region and the north east it 
borders eastern Sumatera – the kerajaan of Langkat, Deli, Serdang, Samudera Pasai, Barumun and 
Batubara. 
 
The practice of “merantau/dagang larat” from the entry/exit passages, are known as the “lima pasak 
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 Figure 6 
Entry and exit gateways of the Ranah Alam Minangkabau 
Adapted from Datuk Bandar Lubuk Sati (2006), p.  
 
According to Datuk Lubuk Sati, the extension of the Alam Minangkabau to the peninsula, Sarawak and 
Brunei including Pulau Pinang/Kedah are due to the following reasons: 
(1) The   need to seek fortune and improve one’s lives. This result in the “perantau”  developing  a 
skill, for example trading and navigation. Plying their trade along the waters of the Malay 
Archipelago require skills in navigation and handling various sizes of vessels. At the same time, 
they obtain their share of profits from the sale or exchange of goods and commodities. Those 
who captain such ships/vessels are called “Nakhoda.”  They are either merchants in themselves 
or are engaged by merchants. 
(2) There is also the problem if misunderstanding and conflict  among community leaders or the 
penghulus. This led them to open up new areas (membuka negeri). Hence new polities would 
emerge. 
(3) There are those who are marginalized and alienated (berkecil hati) mainly due to the allocation 
of landed property (harta pusaka). This led them to open up new land. 
(4) Some may develop an inferior complex among their peers in their kampung. This lead them to 
move out to “merantau.” However when their effort pays off, they would return to their 
kampung and bring along their experience and positive values acquired earlier. 
 
The Minangkabaus in Pulau Pinang before Francis Light: Dato’ Jenaton, Nakhoda Nan Intan and Nakhoda 
Kechil  
The history of Pulau Pinang is also the history of Kedah. Pulau Pinang has been part of Kedah until 1786 
when it ceded to Francis Light, an English country trader of the East India Company. Thus the story of 
Pulau Pinang cannot be properly understood without connecting it with its origin parent state, Kedah. As 




Pulau Pinang was an extension of the history of Kedah.9 Ariffin Omar (2002) writing on “Islam in Penang 
during British Rule” notes that British acquisition of Pulau Pinang led to the influx of immigrants, mainly 
Chinese who came because of available economic opportunities. As non-Muslims, the acquisition of 
Pulau Pinang from Kedah meant in effect the severing of Islamic ties there with the state of Kedah. The 
early muslims on the island were Malays from Minangkabau and Acheh.  There were also Indians and 
Arabs who arrived at a later time. But in the dominant historiography of Malaysia, the early Malays and 
other Muslims in Pulau Pinang before the 1800 were  rendered faceless. They were conceived to be 
without identity, without history, and without personality. 
Mahani Musa (2004) regards the separation of Pulau Pinang from the Kedah Malay sultanate holds 
certain significance to the historiography of Malaysia. Pulau Pinang subsequently turned into a British 
colony. The history of the island was seen to have only began after 1786. Apart from evidence available 
from existing historiography (such as Mills, 1961), and  information gleaned of Pulau Pinang history 
produced by the state government, and other authorities who are custadions of state institutions such as 
the state museum, the state Islamic museum, as well as othe popular literature, generally emphasise on 
the development and demographics of Pulau Pinang as cosmopolitan and ‘georgetown-biased.’ Mills in 
his British Malaya 1824-67 (1961, 37-38) describes that when Francis Light landed in Pulau Pinang, the 
island was an unpopulated jungle. In one of his records, Francis Light mentions that he encountered 
about 30 Malay people on the beach four days after he landed on the island.  The place was Tanjung 
Penaga, specifically where Fort Cornwallis stands today.  Although he did not mention the origins of the 
people he met, based on the name of the leader of the group, Nakhoda Kechil, the people that he met 
were believed to be Malays from Sumatera. At that time, there already was a significant number of 
people from Minangkabau and Acheh. It should be noted that the various peoples from Sumatera and 
other parts of the Malay archipelago had made the geographical region as their playground, and Pulau 
Pinang, like other parts of especially the west coast of the peninsular, was much too familiar to them – 
an island, a place to trade and settle. 
The island of Pulo Pinang, or Pulau Kasatu, as the early Malays called the latter, is part of the larger 
Asiatic archipelago – the Malay archipelago. British and Dutch accounts saw Pulau Pinang on the other 
hand as part of the east coast of India, and later, as part of British administration placed under the 
Bengal and later the Madras residency.  Nevertheless, Pulau Pinang should be seen as integral to the 
realm of the liquidity of the seas of the archipelago. Movements and migrations were fluid – not 
bounded by territories, not classified as a political state in the larger context of nationhood comprising 
the nations of the nusantara region. 
Before the establishment of the British settlement on the island, Pulau Pinang was already inhabited and 
its dwellers included people from what Abdur-Razzaq Lubis (IIAS Newsletter Online: No.24, 2003) terms 
as the ‘Indonesian’ archipelago.  He narrates that some years before the arrival of Francis Light, three 
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brothers connected to the Minangkabau royal family in Sumatra came to Pulau Pinang to make their 
fortune.  The trio, according to him, sought and obtained permission of the Sultan of Kedah, Ahmad 
Tajuddin, himself of Minangkabau descent, to settle in Pulau Pinang.  In order of seniority, the three 
brothers were Nakhoda Bayan, Nakhoda Intan, and Nakhoda Kechil. Between them, they were said to 
control Bayan Lepas, Balik Pulau, Glugor, and the sit of present-day George Town. 
Nakhoda Intan ibni al-marhum Tengku Patis Batang, also known as Haji Muhammad Salleh, a member of 
the Pagarruyung court from Kampung Buadi (or Budi/Bodi?) in what is now West Sumatra, opened up a 
settlement at Batu Uban and founded the Batu Uban Mosque, the oldest in Pulau Pinang.  The mosque is 
dated 1734.  In the vicinity of the mosque not far from the sea is a fresh water well. It still exists, is in 
good condition and is being used by the congregation.  Nakhoda Intan’s grave, inside the mosque, is 
considered a kramat. His younger brother, Nakhoda Kechil, also known as Nakhoda Ismail, helped to 
clear Jelutong, the site where the Jelutong Mosque, at Jelutong Road, stands today. In George Leith’s A 
Short Account of the Settlement, Produce, and Commerce, a letter of appreciation from Pulau Pinang’s 
Malay leaders to Governor Leith (dated December 26, 1803) was published. The letter mentioned, 
amongst other names, the Malay Captain Mahomet Sally (Muhammad Salleh?) and Noq. Kitchee 
(Nakhoda Kechil?). It reads thus  
A handwritten document in Jawi dated August 7, 1949 by Ishak Ahmad cited page 393 from the journal 
Malayan Branch Royal Asiatic Society vol.7, part 3, October 1929. The page contains information about 
the historical genealogy of Pulau Pinang. It tells about a Dato’ Jenaton who was granted a 50 acre piece 
of land on the island.  The land , which was at one time known as Bukit Dato’ Jenaton, was turned into an 
orchard. Ishak, who retired as Acting Director of Fisheries of the Straits Settlement and the Federated 
Malay States in June of 1941 was the fourth generation descendent of Dato’ Jenaton. The residents  of 
Kampung Batu Uban are descendents of both Dato’ Jenaton and Nakhoda Nan Intan, also known as Haji 
Mohamed Salleh. It is also interesting to see how the descendants of both figures mingled and 
intermarried with other early Muslim settlers – those from the Indian subontinent and those of Arab 
descent, and how the resultant society has evolved over time. 
 
The grave of Dato’ Jenaton (year of death as stated on tombstone 1789) now resides at Bukit Gambir, at 
one time known as Bukit Tok’ Jenaton at Minden. Altogether there are nine graves on a quarter of an 
acre site squeezed by two rows of terraced houses along Persiaran Changkat Minden Satu, Minden 
Heights, in Pulau Pinang. The grave of Dato’ Setia, meanwhile, is regarded as a keramat – Kramat To’ 
Setia. Norman Macalister in 1803 wrote on the existence of early Malay settlements on the island before 
Francis Light. 
 
Aziz Ishak’s Mencari Bako: Consciousness of Ethnity and Identity   
Abdul Aziz bin Ishak,10 a fifth generation of Dato’ Jenaton has written much about the family. His last 
book was Mencari Bako published in 1983. In his foreword, Aziz sets out to tell the story of his ancestors 
based on what was handed to him by his uncle, Elias, and his father Ishak. Both in turn were told of the 
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 Aziz served as Minister for Agriculture and Co-operatives under Tunku Abdul Rahman between 1955 and 1963.  
Born in 1913 in Perak, he was active in the Kesatuan Melayu Muda or KMM (Young Malay Union) in the pre-war 
years. He was also a journalist with Utusan Melayu founded by his brother Yusof Ishak in 1939,  who later became 
the first President of Singapore. His earlier biography was Katak Keluar dari Bawah Tempurong (1959). Mencari 




story of their forefathers by their father, Ahmad bin Abdullah, and Ahmad from his father Abdullah 
Jenaton.11  
The history of  Pulau Pinang in the 1700s is intertwined with several events, namely that of  early 
Sumatran settlers and settlements on the Island, relations between the Kedah, Siam and the British, and 
the coming of Francis Light to the island. Quite contrary to the conventional belief that before Captain 
Francis Light in 1786 that there were no settlements on the island, nor were there Malays, Pulau Pinang 
was already inhabited as early as the early 1700s. Evidence of this is a mosque in Batu Uban, with a 
Muslim burial ground in the compound. The mosque used to be right on the cozy shores facing Pulau 
Jerejak, where there is a fresh water well nearby. The area used to be a typical Malay kampung by the 
sea, sheltered by coconut palms, calm and peaceful.  
Aziz begins his prologue with a proposition that the Malay race (ras Melayu) does not originate from a 
single ethnic stock.  He recalls the years before Malaya experienced World War II on December 1941. 
Then, sentiments and consciousness toward keturunan and racial pride, especially on ethnic ancestry 
culminated in Malaya (Tanah Melayu and Singapore).  Nationalistic pride on Malay ethnicity was 
advocated by several parties, inter alia, the Utusan Melayu. The newspaper, purportedly the first Malay 
paper started by the Melayu Jati, was set up by the Singapore Malay Union (Kesatuan Melayu Singapura 
- KMS) on May 29 1939.   
According to Aziz, among those who were involved were Tengku Abdul Kadir, a descendent of the 
erstwhile Singapore sultanate; Haji Embok Soloh bin Omar, Preisdent of KMS; Daud bin Mohamad Shah, 
a retired civil servant; Abdul Manan bin Mohamad Ali, a Senior Interpreter with the Singapore High 
Court; Datuk Ghazali bin Arifin, an educationist and former Kelantan Director of Education; businessman 
Tamimi bin Haji Omar; Dr. Abdul Samad bin Haji Pagak, the first Malay doctor in Singapore; and Yusuf bin 
Ishak, who later became Singapore Yang Dipertuan Negara and finally appointed as the first President of 
Singapore on August 1965. Yusuf died in office on December 1970.  With Haji Abdul Rahim Kajai as its 
editor, Utusan Melayu launched a campaign on the definition of a Malay – Melayu tulen and Melayu 
campuran, the latter referring to those on their paternal side who are not Melayu but identified as 
Indian or Arab. 
The campaign was overwhelmingly received and became a popular subject of discussion.  The 
newspaper Majlis in Kuala Lumpur supported the definitional concept, while the Warta Malaya in 
Singapore and Saudara12 in Pulau Pinang opposed the campaign.  The controversy was discomforting to 
both parties. Aziz recalls that at that time, Pulau Pinang and Singapore were clustered as the Straits 
Settlement. Kuala Lumpur and from the beginning of the 20th century became the centre for another 
administrative system known as the Federated Malay States. In 1909, Malaya was divided into three 
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 Aziz claims that his father’s written documents, most of which are in his keeping, are very detail comprising dates 
of birth, marriages and deaths of his ancestors. Apart from that, it contains information on Ishak’s progenies. Aziz 
also mentions records written by Haji Elias, which has been inadvertently discarded by his grandchildren.  Hence a 
number of important information are lost. In writing this book, we were given a copy of the records presumably 
mentioned by Aziz. The document, recorded by Ishak, makes reference to the 1929 Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society Malayan Branch Article and also that of Ishak;s own documentation of his children, and other descendants 
of Dato’ Jenaton. The document, written in Jawi, was handed to us by Rahmah, Aziz’s eldest daughter in November 
of 2002,  who herself was not aware of its existence until she was earlier contacted by Zulkifli, the son of  the later 
Ali bin Harun, another descendant of Dato’ Jenaton. The document, which is undated, seems to have been written 
sometime between the late 1904’s and early 1950’s. 
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administrative areas, namely the Straits Settlement, the Federated Malay States and the Unfederated 
Malay States. 
He notes that the Straits Settlement formed in 1824 comprises Pulau Pinang, ceded from Kedah by the 
English country trader Francis Light in 1876, Province Wellesley or Seberang Perai (1800), Singapore 
(1819) and Malacca (1824) – exchanged with Bencoolen (Bengkulen).  The district of Dinding in Perak 
and the surrounding islands, including that of mainland Lumut, in British hands in 1826 was also included 
under the Straits Settlement. According to Aziz, the Federated Malay States comprising Perak, Selangor, 
Negeri Sembilan and Pahang took shape in 1896 under  the term “pembangunan secara persekutuan” 
(development by way of the federation). Kuala Lumpur became the administrative centre with the 
Governor of the Straits Settlement assuming the post of High Commissioner of the Federated Malay 
States, with full powers on its development. The arrangement gave the authority to the Resident General 
to oversee the Resident in each state under British rule. The function of the Resident was “memberi 
nasihat kepada Raja-Raja Melayu dengan kekecualian kepada hal-hal adapt-istiadat dan agama” (to 
advise the Malay rulers except on matters pertaining to custom and religion). The British Resident 
functions largely as administrator rather than “penasihat.” 
Meanwhile, Kedah, Perlis, Kelantan and Trengganu became the Unfederated Malay States (UMS) after 
the Anglo-Siamese Treaty or the Bangkok Treaty in 1909.  Johore joined the UMS only in 1914. A 
significant proportion of the population in the Straits Settlement comprise those descended from the 
paternal side, Indians or Arabs.  This rationale, as Aziz saw it, raised the issue of the term Melayu jati 
(pure Malay) and Melayu campuran (mixed Malay). In what seems to be a thinking much ahead of his 
time, and raised in the Malay Dilemma by Mahathir Mohamad, Aziz raised the issue of economic 
exploitation – by the Jawi Peranakan (those of Indian or Arab parentage). To him, that was the main 
reason on the issue of  Malay identity. Apart from that, Aziz noted the arrogant nature of the Arabs as 
part of Malay society. He expressed his displeasure over the attitude of the Arabs that they were  “lebih 
mulia” and “lebih tinggi.” 
Aziz saw that the Malays revered and respected the Arabs who are “Syeds,” who see their lineage as 
going back to the Prophet Muhamad (PBUH). It is standard practice then (and now to some extent) to 
kiss the hand of an Arab for berkat. 
The story of Dato’ Jenaton is the object of study by Abdul Aziz Ishak, the son of Ishak bin Ahmad.  Aziz’s 
book, Mencari Bako (1983) is his effort to narrate the story of searching for his ancestors based on 
materials handed down from his paternal uncle, Haji Elias bin Ahmad, and Aziz’s father, Ishak. The story 
is also included in his book  Katak Keluar dari Bawah Tempurung (1987, first published in 1959).  Both 
books, especially the former, form some of the earliest sources known on the early pioneers of Pulau 
Pinang. Mencari Bako was cited by those who have written of the early Malays in Pulau Pinang.13 
Although the books were referred to as sources, there is a lack of consciousness on the writing of Aziz as 
a source of history. Mencari Bako was forgottened and left to oblivion. It has generally not been read 
even by those who have studied the social history of Pulau Pinang.14 Its status as a postcolonial text has 
not been addressed.  
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 See for example Mahani Musa (2008). “Sejarah Awal: Pulau Pinang sebelum 1786,” in Muhammad Haji Salleh, ed. 
Sejarah Awal Pulau Pinang. Minden: Penerbit Univeriti Sains Malaysia; Zulkifli Kahar and Badrol Hisham (1994). 
“Sejarah Awal Masyarakat Islam di Pulau Pinang dan Masjid Batu Uban,” Sejarah Islam di Pulau Pinang 1. 
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 In a recent paper titled “Heritage as History: Plural Narratives on Penang Malays,” the author Judith Nagata who 





According to Aziz, his family was told of the story of their ancestors from Ahmad bin Abdullah, their 
father, who earlier inherited the story from Abdullah bin Jenaton.  Aziz informed us that the  writings of 
his father was meticulous with dates of birth, marriage and death.  However, he regretted when the 
records kept by his uncle, Haji Elias, was neglected and later inadvertently destroyed. Mencari Bako 
made much reference to the arrival of Dato’ Jenaton and his brother Dato’ Setia from Pagaruyung, and 
subsequently Batu Bara Sumatera to Kedah/Batu Uban/Pulau Pinang. To complete the narrative of his 
ancestors, Aziz went to western Sumatera in June of 1975.  The book also discussed on the origins and 
social structure of the Minangkabaus, the historical background of the Malays in the peninsula, and a 
chronology of the history of the Nusantra region.  In his story, Aziz narrates that before Francis Light set 
foot on Pulau Pinang, the island also ready had a settlement comprising Malays from the east coast of 
Sumatera. They were believed to be in Pulau Pinang beginning early 1700.  Muslim burial grounds 
already existed in Batu Uban, Dato; Keramat and Jelutong at that time. Early Malay settlements also 
existed in Tanjong Penaga, and in Sungai Kluang. In 1795, an area of about 1,200 acres was opened up 
and settled in Sungai Kluang (Stevens, 1929). Indeed, out of the Malay names from the register of 
landowners, not less then 15  was recorded as the original inhabitants of the island. In a 1763 map of 
Pulau Pinang sketched by Captain Walter Alves (See below) the town area and fresh water sources 
located between the areas of Batu Uban and Dato’ Keramat were marked (Zulkifli Khair and Badrol 
Hisham, 1994). Mahani Musa (2004) maintains that the map confirmed a report by Hope Popham for the 
British East India Company that the area along the north east coast of the island through Pulau Jerejak 
was indeed suitable to be made into a harbour.  Popham’s report showed that Batu Uban was the 
earliest port to be established in Pulau Pinang.  The name was obtained from a rock that resembled a 
human head with grey hair.15 Batu Uban villagers often tell me that they had found remnants of vessels, 















                                                                                                                                                                                            
rasa or terra nullius, citing Reid, and other earlier colonial sources, phrased her conclusion as “The elusive Penang 
Malay.” See Judith A Nagata (2012). “Heritage as History: Plural Narratives on Penang Malays,” ARI Working Paper, 
No.173, January, www.nus.ari.edu.sg/pub/wps.htm and Anthony Reid (2010). “Malaysia-Singapore as Immigrant 
Societies,” ARI Working Paper, No. 141, www.nus.ari.edu.sg/pub/wps/htm It is not possible that Nagata would not 
have known about Mencari Bako, or read an early chapter in A. Shukor Rahman (2010). Flying Colours of Tanjung: 
The Story of Penang Malays. Penang: Pintra Printing. She cites the latter twice but not on narratives of the early 
Malays before Francis Light. 
15
 The rock has since been demolished when the area surrounding Kampung Batu Uban was developed to make 










 Figure 7 
Sketch of Pulau Pinang 1763 
[Source: Arkib Negara Malaysia] 
 
 
Aziz brings our attention to the 90 or so Batak followers of the two brothers from Pagarruyung who 
came in 1749.  They were Dato’ Jenation and Dato’ Setia.16  Earier, the brothers sailed and merantau to 
mainland Kedah. According to Aziz, both were from the royal family of the Sultan of Paggaruyung at that 
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time.  That event was recorded by his uncle Haji Elias. A copy was kept by Aziz at his house in Kuala 
Kurau, Kerian, Perak. The records were however lost when his house was broken into while he was 
transferred to Singapore, two months before the Japanese invasion.  Subsequently his only source were 
the October 1929 JMBRAS notes. 
 
From what was written in the journal, we know that the land at Batu Uban was managed by Dato’ 
Jenaton and dato’ Setia who were ministers at the Paggaruyung Court. Aziz elaborated why they exiled 
themselves to merantau. According to Aziz, they there were differences in opinion related to religion and 
adat. The brothers were opposed as to how these were conceptualized and practiced in Pagarruyung. It 
must be noted that in the Minangkabau system of kingship, there were three Rajas – Raja Alam, Raja 
Adat and Raja Agama. Both dropped their royal titles and adopted the title of Dato’ – an honorary title 
used by the penghulu or the leader of the family on the maternal side in the land of the Minangkabaus. 
 
According to Aziz, Dato’ Jenaton had an audience before Sultan Mahmud Jiwa Zainal Azilin Shah II when 
their entourage arrived in Alor Star.  There, Dato’ Jenaton presented 10 handwritten copies of the Quran 
brought from the land of the Minangkabaus. One copy was presented as a gift to the winner of the 
National Quran Reading competition in 1960. another copy was kept at the Permatang Damar Laut 
Mosque at Bayan Lepas through one Haji Ghaffar, who was married to one of Dato’ Jenaton 
granddaughters. 
 
In his book, Aziz  related that Sultan Mahmud Jiwa Zainal Azilin Shah II had given more than 100 acres of 
land in Pulau Pinang to Dato’ Jenaton and his brother. Part of the land was endowed (wakaf) as the 
family burial ground. It is still there at Bukit Gambir, Minden Heights – to be exact, at Persiaran Changkat 
Minden Satu. The land, which was earlier given, was later pawned to an Englishman named David Brown. 
That was during Dato’ Jenaton’s third generation.  It was later auctioned by the authorities in 1919 when 
the loan and interest apart from the land tax could not be payed. Brown acquired the property – which 
became known as Brown Estate. The locality was to be a housing  areas known as Brown Garden. 
According to Aziz, in 1924, part of Kampung Batu Uban was auctioned without the knowledge of the 
property’s owner.  At the time, the quit-rent was 50 cents an acre. 
 
It was related that the descendants of the third generation of Dato’ Jenaton, that was Ahmad, left Pulau 
Pinang after a misunderstanding with his elder sister Eishah over property owned by the family. Eishah 
had married with a wealthy Malay of Minangkabau origin from Kelang, Selangor, by the name of 
Jamaluddin. He was also known as Che Din Kelang.17  Ahmad then moved from Pulau Pinang to Trong, 
Perak, around the middle of the 1800s.  Ahmad had brought along his father-in-law Sheikh Abdul 
Rahman al-Baghdadi to the Larut and Matang district of Perak.  With that, according to Aziz, Ahmad had 
no claims to any part of the property handed down by his father, Abdullah and his grandfather Dato’ 
Jenaton. Aziz clarifies that Ahmad’s actions were characteristic of the ‘perantau’ tradition of the 
Minangkabau – that is those who left the Ranah Minangkabau (domain of the Minangkabau) in the 
search for property, name or knowledge or due to conflict with relatives on religious and adat issues. 
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 See also Adnan Nawang (1997). Kuala Lumpur dari Perspektif  Haji badullah Hukum. Kuala Lumpur: Berita 
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Nakhoda Mahbob.  This was related through the family genealogy of his wife Aishah,  by their sixth generation  




Aziz describes his grandfather Ahmad as having his second rantau.  Their actions (together with his 
younger brother, Mohamad Faqir) to settle in Trong, Perak, was related to Islamic principals that 
emphasizes the ukhrawi (the next world) next to the duniawi (the worldly). In Trong, both acquired a 
piece of land for cultivation purposes. 
 
Although there was no evidence that any one of them had returned to Minangkabau, the relationships 
and kinship between Sumatera and Pulau Pinang continued to exist.  Aziz mentions that a niece of 
Ahmad had married with Raja Badagai of Northern Sumatera. Also several of Ahmad’s aunties became 
wives of influential men in Pulau Pinang.  He also notes that a relative of Ahmad was the mother of 
Sultan Abdul Aziz, the 31st Sultan of Perak (1938-1948). 
 
Ahmad was said to be fond of narrating stories of old about the family left behind in Sumatera to his 
children. Ahmad also mentioned several places such as Batu Sangkar, Payakumbuh and Sungai Tarap that 
exist in the Ranah Minangkabau.  Ahmad was said to be a disciplinarian.  His eldest son, Elias, was well 
known among the community in Taiping.  Haji Elias left his position as a Forest Ranger in Perak in 1930. 
He was than 44 years old. He was given a pension of $70 per month by the adminstration of the 
Federated Malay States. Aziz relates that every time Haji Elias return home after collecting his pensions, 
he would be ‘entrapped’ by the grievances of friends and relatives, and that “it left an emotional impact 
on the man when he arrived home.” 
 
Haji Elias had attracted the attention of the British with his honesty and decisiveness. He was not known 
to ‘curry favour’ (mengampu). He was well known as a crusader against corruption. Aziz relates the story 
of the circumstances leading to the departure of Haji Elias from the Forest Department.  This happened 
when a young junior Englishman was sent to his office.  The officer blatanly show a list of false 
accusations agains Haji Elias.  Seeing that he was being humiliated, he took the decision to resign.  
However, as a token of appreciation, Haji Elias was compensated.  Meanwhile the Forest Department 
held a farewell party to celebrate his departure.  Apart from that, the department’s patrol boat was 
names ‘Elias bin Ahmad.’ 
 
In another document (undated) also by Ishak bin Ahmad, related that Dato’ Jenaton was married to a 
lady from Batu Bara.  It did not elaborate. The name Batu Bara (Bahara?) can mean a number of things. 
Batu Bara is a name of a Mandailing clan. There is also a place by that name situated on the east coast of 
Sumatera. Also the name of Batu Bara was also linked to a suku Minangkabau.  The document stated 
that Dato’ Jenaton and his brother, Dato’ Setia, left Pagarruyung, the court of the Minangkabau sultans 
and headed for Batu Bara.  From there, they sailed in two schooners, each with 40 (Batak) slaves for 
Puau Pinang/Kedah.. They anchored at Tanjung and settled there for about a year. This was sometime in 
1749. But when Francis Light landed, the two brothers were requested to move to Batu Uban.  At Batu 
Uban, they cultivated a piece of land on the hill slopes aided by their followers. There they planted 
coconut trees, durian and other orchard trees. 
 
The document notes that Dato’ Jenaton was bestowed with four children – Abdullah, Muhammad 
Fatimah and Halimah.  It mentions that Dato’ Jenaton’s brother, Dato’ Setia, was also married but had no 
children.  Dato’ Jenaton’s eldest son, Abdullah, was married to a Pulau Pinang-born Arab lady by the 
name of Oomeye Salamah. Together they had nine children, all born in Pulau Pinang. The document 
states the name and year of birth (based on the Muslim calender) of Abdullah bin Dato’ Jenaton’s 




Jamaliah (1266 hijrah), Ahmad (1268 hijrah), Sa’adiah (1270 hijrah), Noor (1273 hijrah), Kalthom (1276 
hijrah) and Muhammad Fakir (1279 hijrah). 
 
It also mentions Abdullah’s fifth son, Ahmad. Ahmad was married to Siti Rokiah. Siti Rokiah’s mother was 
also a Pulau Pinang-born Arab lady.  Ahmad had seven children, namely Elias, Harun, Mahmud, Ishak, 
The Kalthom, Rabiah and Sulaiman. 
 
The 1949 document on the other hand states that Dato’ Jenaton had four, instead of three children. 
They were Abdullah, Muhammad, Fatimah and Halimah. Muhammad passed away at a young age, 
Fatimah was married to Lebai Said, and Halimah was married to Haji Mohd. Taib.   The document 
mentiones that Abdullah had seven children. Aishah, his eldest daughter, was married to Jamaluddin 
(also known as Che Din Kelang), Ahmad (married to Siti Rokiah binti Sheikh Abdul Rahman), Samsiah 
(married to Sheikh Abdul Rafar), Saadiah (married to Syed Alwi @ Tengku Cik, Hajjah Nor (married to 
Sheikh Mohammad), Haji Kassim (passed away in Mekah), and Mohamad Fakir (married to Rahmah). 
 
The 1949 document listed the second through the sixth generation of Dato’ Jenaton. His second 
offspring, Fatimah, married to Lebai Said, had five children – Puteh Mohd. Nor, Zainal Abidin, Awang 
Ariffin, Ismail and Aishah.  Halimah, his other daughter, had three children – Lebai Aman, Mat Aman and 
Haji Sidiq. 
 
Epilogue: Revisiting  the “Myth” of the Three Minangkabau Brothers, the Genealogy and the 
Place 
A 1974 study titled “Historical Survey of the Mosques and Kramat on Penang Island” reveals several 
versions of the coming of the Minangkabaus to Pulau Pinang before Francis Light. The research project, 
by a group of history option lecturers and students by the name Abdul Kahar Yusoff, Abu Bakar Shariff, 
Abdul Razak Mohamed Sultan, Ahmad Kasmar, Joseph Casimer Fernandez, Suleiman Hassan and W. 
Williams of the Malayan Teachers College in Pulau Pinang, examines the origins and early evolution of 
mosques and kramats on the island. 
 
In Appendix five of their report, they narrate on the three Minangkabau brothers.  The story was related 
by the Penghulu of Kampung Masjid in Jelutong, Sheikh Abdul Aziz bin Mohamed Alyamani. He said that 
the three Minangkabau brothers who settled in Pulau Pinang did so with the permission of the Kedah 
Sultan.  According to what was narrated, the three brothers, in order of seniority were Nakhoda Bayan, 
Nakhoda Intan (also known as Haji Mohamed Salleh) and Nakhoda Kechil (also known as Nakhoda 
Ismail).  Together, they control what is now the north eastern part of Pulau Pinang from Tanjung to Balik 
Pulau.  They claimed to be from the Minangkabau royal family, and were said to leave their homeland as 
a result of family conflicts. 
 
The study subsequently raised a number of questions then.  What is the truth behind the three brothers?  
Did they really exist?  If so, did they open up settlements in Pulau Pinang before 1786?  As in the early 
1970s, there do not seem to be any conclusive proof. But the study nevertherless suggested that further 
research is needed.  The 1974 study can thus be summarized as such.  
 
 
1. There was no mention of the name of Nakhoda Bayan, the elder of the brothers who was 
purportedly linked to the name ‘Bayan Lepas,’ in other sources exdept for the story from Sheikh 




that they had neber heard of the name ‘Nakhoda Bayan.’ The name, according to the 
researchers, had never appeared in any of the written sources they encountered.  At the same 
time, they opined, there is also no proof that denies the existence of Nakhoda Bayan. 
2. However, they found that there is clear evidence that Nakhoda Intan did exist in history.  
According to Sheikh Ali bin Sheikh Mohamed, who narrated the story of the Batu Uban Mosque, 
Nakhoda Intan established the mosque before the coming of Francis Light. Based on family 
genealogical records kept by Sheikh Ali, Nakhoda Nan Intan was also known as Haji Mohamed 
Salleh. He originated from Kampung Buadi, Paya Kumbuh in Minangkabau where he was a 
member of the Minang royalty. His grave sits at Batu Uban, and according to the researchers, is 
accepted to be a keramat. 
3. The researchers also referred to the story told by J.D. Vaughan (recorded in Logan’s Journal) by 
one of Haji Mohamad Salleh’s sons.  The story conflicted with associating Nakhoda Intan to Haji 
Mohamed Salleh.  According to the story, Haji Mohamed Salleh, who was also known as Haji 
Brunei “was from Brunei and who just returned from Makkah.” At that time, Haji Brunei lived in 
Prai (written as Quala Prya in Logan’s Journal), while waiting for a vessel to return to Borneo.  
When Captain Light landed in Pulau Pinang, Haji Mohamed Salleh or Haji Brunei cross over to the 
island where together with Nakhoda Kechil helped Light build Fort Cornwallis.  After having lived 
on the island for 12 years, Haji Mohamed Salleh was said to have settled at Bayan Lepas where 
he passed away in about 1837.  In the same story by Vaughan, it was mentioned that “Nakhoda 
Intan cleared Batu Uban.” 
 
The 1974 study had no doubts that Nakhoda Intan really existed.  However the researchers questioned 
whether he was the same person as Haji Mohamed Salleh and that he was a Minangkabau prince.  At 
that point in time, according to the researchers, these questions remained unanswered.  On the other 
hand, there are many historical evidence that legitimizes the existence of Nakhoda Kechil.  However, was 
he one of the three Minangkabau brothers? they asked.  Again, that may be still be a mystery.  The 
researchers were however convinced that Nakhoda Kechil  was one of the early Malays on island who 
met Light when the latter landed.  According to the story narrated to Vaughn, Nakhoda Kechil was a  
Malay penghulu before Light landed. He retained that position after that.  Light’s own journal, Notices of 
Penang, cited in Logan’s Journal (volume 4, 1850) did mentioned the name of Nakhoda Kechil as 
Noqueda Kitchee.  On August 12 of 1786, Light was visited by Tengku Ia, a relative of the Sultan of Kedah, 
who cautioned him never to let more than one or two Malays visit him at the same time.  Light 
comments: “I had from the first given directions to Naqueda Catchee to allow no Malays to come ashore 
armed and this has been faithfully complied with. 
 
But what we know is that Dato’ Jenaton, born Jenan, scion of a Minangkabau Raja Alam, together with 
his brother-in-law, Dato’ Setia set sail in two schooners with 80 Batak tribesmen. The brothers were from 
the royal court of Pagarruyung, in the Minangkabau heartland. They arrived in Tanjong sometime in 
1740s. They stayed there for one year, before sailing to Kedah after which they were granted 50 acres of 
land on island by the Sultan of Kedah at that time who himself was of Minangkabau descent. 
 
Dato’ Jenaton was married with a Batu Bara lady. They bore four children, Abdullah, Mohamad, Fatimah 
and Halimah. Abdullah, the eldest of the siblings, was married to Umi Salamah and bore eight children. 
The eldest of Abdullah’s children was Aishah. Hajjah Aishah  was to Jamaluddin, also known as Che’ Din 




Samsiah, who was married to Haji Abdul Ghaffar. They lived in Permatang Damar Laut in Bayan Lepas, 
Pulau Pinang. Ahmad, Abdullah’s son was married to Siti Kechik Rokhiah binti Shaikh Abdul Rahman of 
Batu Uban. Saadiah, Ahmad’s younger sister, was married to Syed Alwi, also known as Tengku Chik, the 
brother of Syed Abdul Rahman of Seberang Dua Seberang.  Hajjah Noor was married to Shaikh Mohamad 
of Batu Uban. Hajjah Kalsom died in Makkah. Abdullah’s youngest son, Mohamad Fakir was married to 
Rahmah of Bandar Baru, Parit Buntar, Perak. They bore two children, Baharin and Chik Ramlah. 
Dato’ Janaton’s second son, Mohamad died at a young age. Fatimah, Dato’ Janaton’s daughter was 
married to Lebai Said of Batu Uban. Their five chilldren were Putih Mohd. Noor bin Lebai Said. Putih died 
at Simpang Matang, Perak. Fatimah’s two sons, Zainuddin and Awang Ariffin, both died in Perak, the 
former in Parit Buntar. Her other children were Ismail and Aishah (Chah). 
Dato’ Janaton’s youngest daughter was Halimah. Married to Haji Mohd. Taib, they had three sons: Lebai 
Aman of Batu Uban, Mat Amin, and the youngest, Haji Sidek. The children of Lebai Aman was Saimah. 
Saimah was married to Haji Abdullah. Together with their son, Abdullah, they lived in Merbau Kudong, 
Permatang Sungai Dua, Butterworth. Lebai Aman’s other daughter, Hamimah was married to Saad, and 
Aishah to Hussain of Sungai Lokan in Butterworth.  His sons, Mohamad and Hussain did not have any 
children. Lebai Aman’s daughter, Aishah, had five children, namely Ahmad bin Haji Hussain, Putih, Saleh, 
who worked as a postman at Alor Star, Kedah, Abdullah and Sawai or Darus who was a police corporal at 
Kulim, Kedah. Ahmad’s daughters were Fatimah and Arbaiah, died at a young age.  His youngest 
daughter was Bee, married to Misbah, a Qur’an teacher at Manong, Perak.  His son Mohd. Zain also lived 
in Manong. 
Mat Amin bin Haji Mohd. Taib had two daughters, Saimah, who lived at Sungai Derhaka, Butterworth, 
and Ngah Hamisah.  Saimah’s children were Haji Abdullah, Hajjah Fatimah married to Shaikh Thaha. Their 
daughter Hajjah Saadiah worked at Taiping Hospital, while their son lived in Makkah.  Meanwhile, Ngah 
Hamisah’s children were Yahaya bin Awang Burong of Batu 10, Trong, Perak.  Yahaya’s children were 
Noordin and Chik Ha.  Ngah Hamisah’s other children were Ramlah married to Mohamad Yusof, and 
Ismail. 
Haji Sidek bin Haji Mohamad Taib, the fourth generation of Dato’ Janaton, was married to Hajjah 
Suphiah. They bore six children, namely Long, Mohd. Noor, Haji Ali, Shamsuddin, Hajjah Aminah and 
Safurah. Long, the fifth generation of Dato’ Janaton, who was married to Osman, had five children – 
Ramlah, who was married to Abdul Majid bin Sabail; Rokiah, whose husband was a forrester at Kuala 
Kangsar, Perak; Mohd. Sidek, married to Fatimah; Shariff, a driver at Ipoh Police Station; and Kalsom who 
was married to Awang bin Idris from Kelantan.  They lived at Kampong Delima, Stesyen Wakaf Baru near 
Palekbang. 
 
Long’s children, Ramlah, had three children, namely, Salmah binti Abdul Majid, Noriah, and Othman. 
They formed the seventh generation of Dato’ Janaton. Rokiah, Long’s other daughter, had five children. 
They were Mohd. Radzi bin Ros, a clerk at the Ipoh General Hospital; Sofiah, who was married to a school 
teacher at Manong, Perak; Ahmad who lived in Kuala Kangsar; Sabariah, and Ghazali.  
Long’s son, Mohd. Sidek bin Othman were Chik bin Sidek, who lived in Sungai Lokan, Province Wellesley, 
Hashim of Kuala Ketil Estate in Sungai Patani, Kedah, Mustaffa, Teh binti Sidek and Aminah. Long’s 
younger brother, Mohd. Noor bin Haji Sidek grandchildren were Yang Ahmad and Halimah, both lived in 




children – Noordin, married to Salbiah binti Shamsuddin of Butterworth; Mohd. Phakir, an anti-malaria 
inspector at Hospital Estate Bedong, Kedah; Wan Tam, who was married to Hashim bin Harun, press 
manager at 92 Church Street in Pulau Pinang; Harun, married to Enson binti Mohd. Noor, forest ranger 
from Selama, Perak; Saat, Osman and Zainuddin. 
Noordin bin Haji Ali’s children were Mohd. Noor, Noorsiah, Zakariah, Noormah, and Zaitoon. Haji Sidek 
bin Haji Mohd. Taib’s son, Shamsuddin, was married to Piah binti Othman. They had six children. The 
eldest, Salibah was married to Noordin bin Haji Ali, while her sister, Salasiah was married to Shamsuddin 
bin Yunus of Selama. Their other daughter, Mahdombi, was married to Hashim bin Saad, telephone 
operator at the Ipoh Post Office. Their son, Zainuddin was married to Salmah binti Mahmud of Dublin 
Estate, Mahang, Kulim, Kedah; while Zainuddin’s younger brother, Ahmad lived in Bagan Dalam, Province 
Wellesley. Their youngest daughter,  Zaitoon, was married to Tajuddin bin Mohd. Zain, a company 
executive at Telok Anson (Telok Mak Intan), Perak. 
Meanwhile, Salasiah binti Shamsuddin, Haji Sidek bin Mohd. Taib’s daughter, had six children: Jariah, 
Badaruddin, Zainul Rashid, Yang, Satriah. The name of his youngest children is not known. Salasiah’s 
sister, Mahdombi’s children were Azizah binti Hashim, Aishah Bee and Mohd. Saleh. Their younger 
brother, Zainuddin had three children, Halimah, Hamsiah and Hamidah. Hajjah Aminah binti Haji Sidek 
was married to Mohd. Zainul. They had a daughter, Yah binti Mohd. Zainul. Yah had six children. The 
eldest, Halimah binti Hashim was married to Abdul Rahim, a boatman forest in Pasir Hitam, Perak. They 
had a daughter, Noriah. Halimah’s other children were Zainab of Ipoh, Perak; Zainol; Din, Sabariah, and 
Umi Kulsom.  
Meanwhile, Abdullah bin Janaton’s son Ahmad was married to Siti Kechik Rokhiah binti Shaikh Abdul 
Rahman. Ahmad, our maternal great grandfather, had seven children. His eldest was a son, Haji Elias, 
who was married to Itam Maimunah binti Awang of Taiping. His second son was Harun, married to 
Bishah binti Pilus of Parit Buntar. Next was Mahmud, married to Saadiah binti Mohd. Omar of Trong, 
Perak. Mahmud’s younger brother was Ishak. Ishak’s wife was Aishatun binti Haji Aminuddin of Taiping. 
Ahmad’s two daughters were Teh Kalsom and Rabiah. Teh Kalsom, our maternal grandmother, was 
married to Ahmad bin Abdullah of Kuala Kangsar. Rabiah’s husband was Darus bin Senawi. Ahmad’s 
youngest son, Sulaiman, was married to Zainab of Singapore. 
 
Haji Elias bin Ahmad had two children, Jamaluddin and Aishah. Haji Elias’s grandchildren, the children of 
Jamaluddin, were Abdul Kadir, a forest ranger in Port Weld (Kuala Sepetang), Perak; and Harison. 
Meanwhile, Haji Elias’s daughter Aishah, had seven children. They were Yang Fatimah binti Ibrahim, 
married to Mohd. Radzi bin Puteh, a teacher at the Sulatn Abdul Hamid College, Alor Star, Kedah; Abdul 
Aziz of the Public Works Department in Alor Star, Kedah; Jalaldin, a clerk at the Military Camp at 
Kemunting, Perak; and Supiah (Sofiah). Supiah’s husband was Mohd. Omar bin Mohd. Mansor of the 
Royal Customs at Port Swettenhamd (Port Klang), Selangor. Aishah’s other children were Rahmah, who 
was married to Abdul Hamid, an anti-malarial officer at Kelian Intan, Perak; Jamaliah, and Mohamad.  
Sofiah, Elias’s grandaughter, had two children, Rohani binti Mohd. Omar; and Mohd. Ismail. Rahmah, 
Sofiah’s younger sister, had two children, Mohd. Arif bin Abdul Hamid, and Habsah. 
Ahmad’s second son was Harun. Harun’s son, Ismail, an assistant state secretary in Kedah, was married 




Razali. Tan Sri Razali was the special advisor to the prime minister and United Nations envoy to 
Myanmmar. Harun’s other son, Abdul Rahman of Alor Star had two sons, Baharum and Elias. 
Ahmad’s third son Mahmud, had three children. Khatijah, Hashim, and Salmah. Khatijah was married to 
Ahmad bin Man, and have four children. Hashim’s wife was Aishah binti Kassim, a forest guard at Lumut. 
They have four children; while Salmah’s husband was Zainuddin bin Shamsuddin. Their children are 
Halimah, Hamisah and Hamidah. Zuriah, Mahmud’s youngest daughter was married to Abdul Rahman 
bin Abdul Samad of Kampong Dew in Krian. Their son is Abdul Malik. 
Dato’ Janaton’s great grandson, Ishak bin Ahmad was married to Aishahtun binti Haji Aminudin of 
Taiping, Perak.  Their children were Yusof, the eldest son, a journalist who was the managing director of 
Utusan Melayu in Singapore and who later became the Republic’s first president.  Laili Zubaidah, Ishak’s 
eldest daughter was married to Tengku Ibrahim bin Tengku Yunus of Taiping and Grik, Perak.  Abdul Aziz 
was married to Wan Shamsiah binti Pawanteh. Aziz was also a journalist, and the manager of Utusan 
Melayu in Kuala Lumpur. He was the minister of agriculture in Tunku Abdul Rahman’s Cabinet. 
Meanwhile, Laila Latiffah was married to Mohd. Izuddin of Bagan Serai; Salbiah was married to Abdul 
Wahid, headmaster of the trade school in Johor Bharu; Ramli was with the customs special branch at 
Maxwell Road, Singapore; Zohara, who was assistant lady supervisor at the Sekolah Melayu Perempuan, 
northern Perak; Abdul Rahim, a teacher at King Edward School in Taiping who later became Minister of 
State in Lee Kuan Yew’s government and also the Republic’s High Commissioner in New Zealand.; and  
Alma Azizah, married to Dato’ Dr. Johan Thambu, a cardiologist. 
Ishak’s daughter, Laili Zubaidah, has four children – Tengku Kalsom, Tengku Idris, Tengku Fatimah Haryati 
and Tengku Mazian. Aziz has five children  the eldest being Rahmah, followed by Zakaria, Zabidah, Zulkifli 
and Zahrah. Laili Halifah’s children are Zaidah Farida, Putih, Rozita, Rosna and Asmara; while Salbiah’s 
children are Ahmad Seth, Anuar, Ayub, Ilham and Salmiah. 
Ahmad’s daughter, Teh Kalsom had two sons from her marriage to Mat Saman. They were Mohd. Noor 
and Zainuddin. Her other children from her marriage to Ahmad were Muhammad Tahir, Ibrahim. Abdul 
Halim and Hindon.  Mohd Noor Mat Saman’s children were Maznah, Harithm Harison and Shamsiah; 
while Zainuddin had four children – Harbin, Nushirwan, Zaiton and Zaleha. Ahmad’s other daughter was 
Rabiah, married to Darus bin Senawi. Rabiah’s daughter was Bibi of Kampong Kangkong in Kedah. 
Ahmad’s youngest son was Sulaiman, a writer and journalist in Singapore who was married to Zainab.  
His daughter is Maryambee who was married to Mat Saman’s son, Mohd. Noor,  her cousin.  Their 
children are Maznah, Harith, Harison and Shamsiah. 
The early history of Batu Uban and Pulau Pinang is not just about genealogies. Narrating the flight of the 
Minangkabaus to Pulau Pinang is not an easy task.  The story is not as simple nor simplistic as it has been 
made to be in the many narratives pertaining to the idea of "founder" or "discover." These are European 
exceptionalism to claim history for themselves and later served by colonialist and Eurocentric 
narratives.  It must be reiterated that it was not a "one off" merantau by the early Malay pioneers of 
Pulau Pinang across the Strait of Melaka. It must be reminded that both Haji Mohammad Salleh and 
Dato’ Jenaton had travelled back and forth over decades from the port of Batu Bara in what is now the 
province of North Sumatera.  Nakhoda nan Intan also established mosques in Melaka and Singapore in 
the 1720s. I and a few descendants of Datuk Jenaton  were in Kampung Bodi, Payakumbuh two months 
ago. There we established the existence of a surau (now a mosque) built by Nakhoda nan Intan. But 
then, his name was Muhammad Salleh. In the late 1600 and early 1700s he was called by his name at 




eastwards towards Batu Bara. At Kampong Bodi, Dato' Jenaton got married to a Minangkabau lady 
named Ambun Suri. They had no children.  At Batu Bara, Dato' Jenaton's second wife was the daughter 
of a Batak Simalungun chieftain.  It was there that Dato' Jenaton held sway. They stayed for a number of 
years  and Muhammad Salleh became known as a nakhoda (meaning leader or sea captain). Sometimes 
"nakhoda" also means the owner of a sea vessel. He also sailed to Mekah - hence Haji Muhammad 
Salleh. Dato’ Jenaton established a government at Batu Bara (the Confederation of Batu Bara chiefs). The 
story of Dato’ Jenaton was also linked to the Sultanate of Siak, the Bugis and Kedah. In developing 
insights into the narrative, one has to know a little of Minangkabau culture with regard to names and 
titles. Places such as  "Kampong Bodi," "Pagaruyung" and "Sungai Tarab" are real places in West 
Sumatra. You can google it. Google does not fictionalize. The dates 1734 and 1749 as commonly 
recorded should be celebrated and remembered in the collective memory of the history of Penang.  The 
year 1786 is an aberration. It must also be reminded that the dates do not in any way imply that that was 
the first time Nakhoda nan intan and Dato’ Jenaton "landed" on the island. They have been there before. 
One has got to hold the geography and history of the region in context to understand the populating of 
Penang. At issue is the historiography that assumes that Penang did not have a population, or a social 
system before 1786. What has been variously described were that the island was not inhabited, or that 
there was a "band of natives'" who were mainly fishermen. These are gross misrepresentations in the 
discourse. The history of the island began not after 1786 but much earlier - in the early 1700s before 
Batu Uban was called Batu Uban. The early figures, Nakhoda nan Intan, Dato’ Jenaton, Nakhoda Kecil and 
Nakhoda Bayan were living flesh and blood figures with an origin and personality. They have thousands 
of descendants the world over. Dato' Jenaton's descendants in Sumatra mainly stretch from Medan 
concentrating in Batu Bara through his second  wife. The Bupati (District officer/chief) of the Kabupaten 
(District) of Batu Bara is Ok Arya, the sixth generation from Dato' Jenaton. When Dato' Jenaton settled in 
Penang/Kedah  his third wife was a Penang-born  Arab-Chinese descent. It must be remembered that the 
stretch between Batu Uban and Bayan Lepas was sheltered and habitable. The century-old family 
records in Malaysia do not mention the origin of his third wife. Instead, this was made known to the 
family in recent times through his descendant in Batu Bara as well as sources based in West Sumatra. 
Dato' Jenaton's descendants in Malaysia are from his third wife.    
The early Malay pioneers to Penang are certainly legends.  Batu Uban was not only a settlement, It was a 
town and a port then due to geographical, geopolitical, commercial and cultural factors.To get insights 
into the early history of the island, historians and commentators must frame it within the larger picture 
of the geography and history of the region - Kedah then, and Sumatra, and the culture and psyche of the 
Minangkabaus. It is certainly a myth to say that the Minangkabau is only associated with Negeri 
Sembilan. The Minangkabaus were instrumental in the configuration of the history of Kedah (including 
Penang), Perak and along the Strait of Melaka including the Sultanates of Siak and Johore, and 
throughout many polities in the Malay archipelago. Batu Uban is an extension of the Alam Minangkabau. 
It must not be relegated as a myth. 
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